
British
nature



We're going to speak 
about:

Nature
Mountains

Rivers
Lakes 



Let’s pronounce the 
following tongue-twister:

She sells sea-shells on the 
sea-shore

The shells that she sells
Are sea-shells I’m sure



Answer the foolowing 
questions:

❖Do you like our nature?
❖Have we got a lot of rivers?
❖What rivers in Belarus do you 

know?
❖Are lakes in Belarus beautiful?



Nature 
⚫ The nature of Great 

Britain is very 
picturesque. The are 
a lot of beautiful 
lakes and rivers and 
high mountains . 
Also you can see 
many fields and 
forests.



1. Nature in Britain is 
…
2. There are a lot of 
beautiful lakes and … 
.
3. You can see fields 
and … .

picturesque

rivers

forests

Complete the sentences:



Mountains 
Britain is a hilly  country. The are a lot of 
mountains but they are not too high.
The biggest mountain is Ben Nevis. It is in 
Scotland.
The biggest mountain in Wales is Snowdon. It is a 
rocky mountain and difficult to climb.



Match the word 
combinations:

1.a hilly
2.the biggest
3.a rocky
4.Ben Nevis 

is
5.Snowdon is

a)mountain
b)country
c)Scotland
d)mountain
e)Wales 



Rivers 
Rivers in Great Britain are not very 
long. The largest of them are the 
Severn, the Clyde, the Mersey and the 
Thames.
The Thames is the most important 
river.
The capital of Great Britain, London, 
stands on the Thames.



Lakes 
England is famous for its beautiful 
lakes.
Lake District is really very interesting to 
see. The water in the lakes is very clean.
And, of course, lakes in Scotland are 
well-known too. For example, Loch 
Ness is famous for its legendary 
monster.



Divide the words into 
two groups:

the --

Great Britain, Snowdon, Scotland, Thames, 
Loch Ness, Clyde, Severn, Ben Nevis

Thames

Clyde

Severn

Great 
Britain Snowdon

Scotland Loch 
Ness

Ben Nevis



It's time to make 
the conclusion!


